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RFP 2019 – 9150417 – Creative Agency  

 

Q&A 

Q1.   

- How many agencies have you invited to the present tender 

- Could you, please, share which are they.  

- Based on the Ethics code, it is recommended in case a company invites more than 4 agencies (3 + 

the present agency of the company), to secure appx 500 EUR tender fee to each participant. 

A1.   

- We do not have a current agency and according to the UNICEF rules and regulations we could have 

LTAs with several agencies and use their services according to needs and the company’s availability, 

time and price for the execution of a specific request.  

- We highly respect the Ethics code of the Bulgarian Association of the Communications Agencies but 

as per UNICEF procurement procedures the proposed fee is not applicable. 

-  The RFP for Creative Agency has been published on the UNICEF Bulgaria web site and any potential 

supplier is allowed to view the RFP documents and submit a proposal.   

 

 

Q2. Scope of work:  
- What is the planned scope of work on yearly basis (we see description of type of 

activities – media, communication, BTL, PR, etc., but we don’t see number of 
projects/quantity)? Please specify it by type of activities – number of campaigns, 
number of events, PR scope, etc.  

- Do you expect to have fully dedicated team within the agency, to be available on daily 
basis, or team can vary on project basis?  

 

A2. The selected agency or agencies will serve as non-exclusive full- or part-service advertising, 

media, communications and PR agency. The specific details for each task within the period of the 

long-term arrangement will be defined separately for each communication/campaign initiative.  

The number of projects on a yearly basis will vary depending on UNICEF initiatives globally and 

locally. Usually we launch up to 3 large-scale communication campaigns per year (including, for 

example, developing creating concept; organizing one major event; key visuals and messages; TV 

and radio spot production, developing PR materials, etc.) but the organization also has other 

initiatives that may require PR or advertising support.  
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Before initiating a specific assignment, UNICEF Bulgaria will provide the agency with a creative 

brief after which the agency will submit creative concepts, activity and implementation plan, and 

detailed budget outline based on the reference fees included in the long-term arrangement. 

Upon acceptance of the proposal for a specific assignment and budget a separate contract 

(Purchase Order) will be established by UNICEF Bulgaria to regulate the specific details, end 

products and delivery dates. The contract will be supervised and validated by the 

Communication Officer of UNICEF Bulgaria.   

Long-term arrangements allow UNICEF to enter into non-exclusive agreements with a number of 

suppliers to secure the supply of a product or service over a period of time. One or more 

suppliers are awarded LTAs with certain pre-defined terms and conditions as a result of a 

competitive bidding process. Specific purchase orders/contracts with exact quantities are placed 

under these frameworks. It is the purchase orders/contracts issued under the LTA and not the 

LTA itself that constitutes a legally binding contract. An LTA does not commit the buyer to 

volumes, but a projected total volume is identified.   

UNICEF Bulgaria does not require a fully dedicated team within the agency to be available on 

daily basis. However, the agency must provide a designated team to service the ongoing needs 

of the long-term arrangement.  

 

Q3. Selection process:  
- The decision will be based only on credentials and price offer, or there will be next stage 

with creative assignment?  
- When will be announced the selected agency, and when will be the first assignment due?  

 

A3. UNICEF will award the contract to the vendor, whose response is of high quality, clear and 

meets the projects goals, including:  

-              The price/cost of each of the technically compliant proposals shall be considered only 

upon evaluation of the above technical criteria; All prices/rates quoted must be exclusive of all 

taxes as UNICEF is a tax-exempt organization.   

- UNICEF will inform all participants in the tender within a month after the deadline for 

submission of the RFP. 
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